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COMMENTS ON THE AUDIO.. VISUAL PROJECT FOR 
LEGISLATO S 
-oOo-
We base these comments on a review of the presentations and exercises of each 
step. Overall, the project constitutes a major undertaking, and we congratulate the 
authors! We have seen the Indonesian disk, and it looks great; having a different 
Indonesian present each step underscores the fact that a number of Indonesians 
already use this approach and have instituted a national learning process. 
First, some preliminary queries, reflecting our own concerns (ignorance?) about 
the 'learning process' involved: 
1. Should the speaker use the same words as presented in the outline on the blue 
board (eg in Step I, speakers says 'purpose', but board says 'scope of guide.')? 
2. Would giving the speaker a teleprompter help to ensure thats/he looks at the 
presumed audience throughout? 
3. Should speaker tell audience what parts of the Manual for Legislators to read 
before listening to the next step's presentation? 
4. Some people (including ourselves) fear that providing 'grades' tends to make 
the course participant focus, not on the substance, but on getting a better grade -
and the two do not always coincide. Does some way exist for those participants 
who would prefer not to be 'graded' to switch of the grades, and just focus on the 
feedback to the answer(s) they give for each question? 
5. In the drafters' manual (pp. 196, 238-9, 242) we strongly emphasize the 
advantages (to use the language more vividly, and especially to identify who does 
what) of avoiding the use of the verb 'to be'; but the speaker and the blue board 
use it repeatedly. Can we rectify that? 
6. In the first step, would it not help to provide an explanations about how to 
perceive the exercises as aiming to give the course participants an opportunity to 
actually use the theoretical tools they have learned, and to think through their 
implications? In fact, participants could might guess the answer, and think they 
understand the presentation when in fact they may not. An introductory 
explanation might underscore that they should carefully read and reflect on the 
'feedback' they receive for their answers, whether correct or not: Do they agree 
on the importance of each particular question and the answer the 'computer' 
gives? 
7. Technically, the computer does not move on to the next exercise when push 
the arrow; can you fix that? 
Some detailed comments on presentations for each step: 
Step 1- Presentation: 
1. The definition of institutions as 'repetitive patterns of behaviors' appears in 
Step 2, but would it not seem better to include it earlier, in Step 1, to underscore 
that laws can only transform institutions by changing the behaviors that comprise 
them? The focus on behaviors constitutes the basic tenet of legislative drafting 
theory. 
2. Will every course participant know what NGO means? (In general, should we 
not avoid using 'alphabet soup' and instead give the full name, at least the first 
time - and maybe always?) 
3. Re description of step 6: Should this not emphasize that that step aims to 
explain how problem-solving methodology guides analysis of causes of 
problematic behaviors as the basis of using law to solve social problems? 
4. Picture re why people behave as they do in the face of a rule of law shows 
policemen, apparently putting down a demonstration. In fact, we emphasize the 
importance of prescribing conformity-inducing measures in laws to alter or 
eliminate both subjective and objective causes of problematic behaviors; police 
measures, including criminal punishment, should remain only as a last resort. 
Step 1: Exercises 
These look OK; the feedback seems very important in reinforcing the substantive 
points made. (See# 6 among preliminary queries). 
-------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------
Step 2: Presentation: 
, 
1. Re why some laws prove ineffective: picture of police gives the wrong 
impression (see note 4 re Step 1 presentation). 
2. Does not good governance prove especially important in all countries (note 
our own country's recent experience with poor goverance relating to corporations 
and mutual funds)? 
3. Note that picture of clean street includes dominating high rises - but relatively 
few cities in developing countries have many of those kinds of streets. 
4. 'Poor governance' may foster corruption, but other it also fosters officials' 
arbitrary behavior, which - not grounded on reason informed by experience (logic 
and country-specific facts) - may lead to counterproductive decisions. 
Incidentally, since much 
